
MISSION SAMPLE BUSINESS PLAN

These mission statement examples will help give you a better idea of how to write See the full convenience store and
gas station sample business plan here.

Apple has reinvented the mobile phone with its revolutionary iPhone and App store, and is defining the future
of mobile media and computing devices with iPad. Which also happens, but not nearly as often. Why does
your business do what it does? Show drafts to others, ask their opinions, and really listen. A mission statement
can define what your business offers its employee. Provide educational services that allow all children to
experience learning success and become life-long learners and contributing members of our community. And
you should always subject a mission statement to this test, from Mission, Mantra, or Vision : If you have a
mission statement in your company, test it by asking yourself, honestly, whether your competitors could use
exactly the same statement. Unique itself, the word, means literally, the only one in the world. Research
relevant industry trends and trajectory. If your business is friendly to families, or to remote virtual workplaces,
put that into your mission. Who do you sell to? Receive a market share of. You can also start with a business
plan template , and use it to inform the structure of your plan. Some sources to consult for market data include
government statistics offices, industry associations, academic research, and respected news outlets covering
your industry. Mission Statement: Next in importance comes the mission statement. These breakdowns often
are presented as a grid, with bullet points in each section breaking down the most relevant informationâ€”so
you can probably skip writing full paragraphs here. As the statement of why your business exist, it's also the
statement that explains to them why they would want to do business with you. Post it in your office, where
you, employees and visitors can see it every day. When all staff are made aware of the mission, vision and
values, they can put them into practice in every activity. Your vision statement, unlike your mission statement,
can be longer than a single sentence, but try to keep it to three at most. It must be applied consistently over
time. Though we are the experts in wellness and service provision, we will always be willing to learn and
embrace the new as it supports our mission and vision statements. Some people use the two terms
interchangeably. The mission statement reflects every facet of your business: the range and nature of the
products you offer, pricing, quality, service, marketplace position, growth potential, use of technology, and
your relationships with your customers, employees, suppliers, competitors and the community. These
objections have some merit. It could have been. Other people can help you see strengths, weaknesses and
voids you might miss. As with everything in a business plan, your mission statement should never get written
in stone, and, much less, stashed in a drawer. This concludes the Mission and Objectives Section of the
business plan. If you have a special view on your relationship with employees, write it into the mission
statement. Think about how your company is different, and use that to influence your mission. Are you writing
a mission statement for your business? So, edit. Customer segmentation often includes: Where they live.
Thorough research supporting your conclusions is important both to persuade investors and to validate your
own assumptions as you work through your plan.


